Magnetic Filtration
Case Study 28 09/04/13

Location: Spartanburg, South Carolina, USA
Industry: Automotive Assembly
Process Type: Car body wash and Paint line
Machine Type: Durr Paint System
Eclipse Product Installed: Automag 6 Skid
Application Background:
This installation is at one of the world’s leading and most
prestigious manufacturers of high performance cars. The 1150
acre site employs over 7000 people and produces over 300,000
cars annually.
In this application fully welded car bodies are brought from the
body shop on a track system. They then pass through a multistage wash and paint system. The bodies pass through a series
of 3 x 50,000 Gallon (225000 Litre) tanks before passing through
the phosphate coating, electro-coating and final body spray paint
stages.
In the wash stage the bodies pass through water which
removes fibres, dust and any welding residue which may have
accumulated in the fabrication stage.
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Existing Methods of Filtration
The process already had a number of filtration systems in place
to deal with the different types of contamination. Oberlin media
bed filters, sock filters, cartridge filters, suspended bar magnets
and oil skimmers are all used at some point in the paint and
wash process.
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Problems
The existing filtration systems were not proving effective,
contamination was still being circulated within the wash solution.
The existing filtration systems were limited by the size of particle
they can remove, typically anything less than 20 micron continues
to circulate. The main problem was metallic weld ball residue
generated in the fabrication process. If it is not removed from
the wash solution it can then become stuck to the car body. If
this then enters the paint process it leads to paint defects and
premature rusting. This is the number one warranty complaint
on new cars in the USA.
Solution
The plant fitted 2 x AM6 Automag Skid units. These were involved
on stages 2 and 3 of the wash process. Both Automag units are
installed below the holding tank. The tank has a coned base
section and siting the Automag below it ensures all settled solids
pass through the Automag and are removed from the process.
The stage 2 Automag extracts 90lbs (40 kg) of ferrous
contaminant per week and the stage 3 Automag unit extracts
45lbs (20 kg) per week – this was from fluid which had passed
through filtration and was supposed to be clean!
The Automag Units have only been fitted a short while but
already Parts Per Million (PPM) contamination has fallen from
33 to 26 on stage 3, it is important to note that in the same time
period car output has almost doubled.

Automag extracts 90lbs (40 kg) of ferrous contaminant per week
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